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What I’ll cover today…

1. Our approach at Skyscanner
2. Sources of signal
3. Our main methods
4. Cohorts and segments
5. An example from research in a 

pandemic



Our approach to 
research & insight



“A problem well stated is a problem half solved.”

Charles Kettering
Head of Research, General Motors (1920-47)



Developing structured research

Understand the…
• Motivation (Why am I doing this?)

• Business Case (How does this help the business?)

• Existing Evidence (What are we confident we know?) 

• Operating Assumptions (What do we think we know?) 

• Rationale (Why do we need to do this?)

• Desired Outcome (Where does this get us to?)

• KPIs (How do we know we’ve got there?)

…to get to the
• Research question(s) & method(s)



What do we not know, that we 
need to in order to move 
forward?

When we know this, what does it 
mean we can do?



Sources of signal



Sources of Signal

Understanding the market 

and cultural specific factors 

of relevance, as well as the 

competitor landscape

User research Market research
Understanding the metrics of 

what  is happening on our 

platforms 

Analytics & Data 
Science

Understanding the needs, 

feelings and attitudes of real 

people

User satisfaction Social listening
Understanding the 

frustrations and problems 

your user base face

Understanding the trending 

topics of relevance

INSIGHT

External research
Understanding relevant 

external work



Our main methods



Main Methods of User Research at Skyscanner

Short and simple intercepts of a userbase 

via the website as well as larger recruited 

surveys with market or segment relative 

populations

User engagement Surveys
Activities like UX and usability testing and 

benchmarking of designs, card sorting 

exercises, and other approaches which 

use stimulus to understand, assess and 

evaluate product ideas, direction and 

articulation

Moderated and 
unmoderated tests

Interviews, focus groups, ethnographies 

and diary studies



A quick thought on 
benchmarking



Why Benchmark our UX?

Changes over 
time/market
What is the impact of changing 

circumstance or cultural needs 

on our product market fit and/or 

usefulness?

Changes over 
change
What is the impact of new 

product features or the removal 

of old ones?

Comparison 
across product
What is the relative experiential 

quality of different parts of our 

product and across platforms?

Comparison with 
competitors
What is the relative experiential 

quality of our product relative to 

our competitors?



Cohorts and 
segments



= Differences of  
relevance



Segments at Skyscanner

What people do and where they do it

Demographic Behavioral 
What people think and why they think it

Psychographic
What people are



1. Enable foundational segments based on well evidenced user needs.

2. Provide scale of opportunity informed by segment size and relative distribution by market.

3. Provide a consistent taxonomy and focus for the org.

4. Input into product strategy

5. Provide actionable differentiators (eg talk to Segment 2 about Product X by...).

6. Enable personalisation of product experience (eg deals, recommendations etc)

7. Model out our brand proposition positioning and Input into USP definition

Why do this?



A quick case study…
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We went from this...
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To this: 



What do we not know?

1. Who are the people currently booking travel, and what are their motivations?

2. Who are the people currently considering booking travel, and what are 
their motivations and reservations?

3. Who are the people who are NOT currently willing to book travel, and what are 
their reservations?

4. What makes the number of people in these groups increase, decrease, 
or fluctuate?

5. What can we do to encourage the number of people in groups 1 and 2 to increase?



Our approach

Combining data science and analytical insights from behavioural 

activity on our site with qualitative interviews and surveys (of our 

own userbase as well as recruited participants across core 

markets)



From March we spoke 
to 20 travelers, across 
the world, every other 
week.



Across all participants, financial and 
health risks were top of mind...

… the difference in behavior was down to 
their attitude to risk.



Group 2:

“I'm not going to travel in the 
next 6-12 months... job 
security is a risk, 
unemployment around the 
world is rising, so if I lose my 
job, I'd rather not have the 
money locked into a trip.

That's why I am hesitant and 
cautious about booking 
anything."

Group 1:

"I have already booked the 
Philippines for December. You 
know, it's cheap enough that if 
it's cancelled then so be it.

Usually, British Airways are 
pretty good in terms of 
refunding tickets, so I don't 
really feel that much risk in 
booking with them."

Traveller Interviews

Attitudes to financial risks



Group 2:

"I have no intention of planning 
any trips for this year because 
I am scared. I am scared of
getting the virus, and even 
worse, spreading it to any 
family members.

I will only start to consider 
travelling again once a vaccine 
is developed AND it arrives in 
Brazil."

Group 1:

"They said they have consulted 
the global experts who are 
saying that you're not going to 
get infected on a plane, 
because the filtration system 
is hospital grade.

So yeah, it does sit in the back 
of your mind for sure, but you 
know, we're still going to go. 
We're going to give it a go."

Traveller Interviews

Attitudes to health risks



How widespread were these 
sentiments and attitudes?

Enter the pulse survey.



APAC Markets
Australia, China, India, Japan, 
Singapore, South Korea & Taiwan

EMEA Markets
France, Germany, Italy, 
Netherlands, Russia & UK

AMER Markets
Brazil, Canada, Mexico & US

350,000+ travellers in 
19 markets



3 Core Insight Areas
Perception of 

global and 
domestic COVID-

19 situation

Expectation 
of safety horizon for 
global and domestic 

travel

Level of perceived 
global and domestic 
risk, optimism and

anxiety



Anyone interested in a deep dive on the method and/or findings….

Read about the findings from the analysis

Learn more about the method Learn more about the findings
Read a deep dive interview into the methodological 

approach



Takeaways
The crisper your problem statements, the more effectively defined your research questions and therefore
The more actionable your research findings

This is about de-risking decisions through signals, data and insights….not absolutes

If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it

Experiential benchmarking will positively impact business performance 


